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CHEVRON STRIPED SOCK 
Designed for Urth Yarns  
Materials: 1 kit Urth Uneek Sock 
 75% merino, 25% nylon 
 2 skeins 50g each 
Size:  Women's US 8 
Needles:  US 2 DPNs and 9" circular  
 US 1 DPNs and 9" circular 
Notions:  1 Stitch Marker   
 Tapestry Needle 
Gauge:   30 sts x 40= 4" square stockinette 
 
Abbreviations: 
BO - Bind off 
CO - Cast on 
Cont - Continue 
DD - Double decrease, slip 2 sts as if to knit, knit 
next st, pass slipped sts over knit st. For a flatter finish slip 1 st as if to knit, slip 1 st as if to purl, 
knit next st, pass slipped sts over knit st.  
DPNs - Double pointed needles 
EOR - End of row or end of round depending upon context  
Foll - Follows 
K - Knit 
K2tog - Knit two stitches together 
K2togtbl - Knit two stitches together through the back of the loops. 
Kf&b - Knit into the front of the stitch and the back of the same stitch, a simple M1 
M1 - Make one stitch 
M1R - Make one stitch right leaning 
M1L - Make one stitch left leaning 
P - Purl 
Ptbl - Purl through the back of the loop 
P2tog - Purl two stitches together 
PM - Place marker 
Rep - Repeat 
RS - Right side 
Sl - Slip 
SM - Slip marker 
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Sts - Stitches 
YO - Yarn over 
W&T - Wrap and turn 
WS - Wrong side 
 
Special Stitch: 
Chevron over number of stitches as written, the net number of stitches on the row or round 
does not change when the chevron is formed because the dd is a double decrease when done 
on the same row or row as two make one stitches the net number increased or decreased is 
zero, see pattern for details 
Round 1: Knit round. 
Round 2: K1, m1, k to 2 sts from center, dd, k to 1 st from end of repeat, m1, k1. 
 
Pattern Notes: 
Knit in the round from the toe up on a set of two DPNs for foot and 9" circular for leg. 
Heel is turned using only the second DPN knit flat back and forth using short rows, this creates a 
different heel than shown in the photo this heel maintains the striping more consistently.  
For an optimal fit, try the sock on the intended foot before and after each section is worked.   
The sole of the sock is knit in stockinette as are the sides of the foot to maintain the pattern 
repeat throughout and to allow for stitches to be added or removed if needed for an ideal fit. 
Slip all markers as you come to them.  
 
Pattern: 
Toe Box: 
Using Turkish cast on and larger DPNs, wrap two DPNs with 10 sts.   
Using the third DPN begin to knit off the top DPN. 
Flip work, repeat to complete the cast on process.  (20 sts) 
Knit two rounds. 
Round 3: On first DPN, k1, m1r, K to last st on first DPN, m1l, k1, rep on second DPN (4 sts inc)  
Round 4: Knit 
Rep Rounds 3 - 4 until there are 26 st on each DPN.  (52 sts) 
 
Toe Box to Gusset: 
Along the top of the foot, there will be two chevrons of 13 sts each, along the sole of the foot 
there will not be any chevrons. 
Round 1: Knit 
Round 2: *K1, m1, k4, dd, k4, m1, k1* 2x, knit to EOR 
Rep Rounds 1 - 2 until work measures approximately 3.25" short of desired length of foot 
ending with a Round 2. (52 sts) 
 
Gusset Increases: 
On rounds 1-9 increases are done along the sole of the foot on second DPN to maintain the 
stitch count of chevrons along the top of the foot. 
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Along top of foot number of stitches per chevron remains 13 stitches on rounds 1-
9  and stitch count on first DPN does not change until round 10 where it will 
increase by four sts total on the first DPN. 
In Round 12 the number of stitches in each of the two chevrons will be 15 sts.   
Round 1:Knit across first DPN, on second DPN, k1, m1r, k to last st, m1l, k1. (2 sts inc on sole of 
foot) 
Round 2: *K1, m1, k4, dd, k4, m1, k1* 2x, knit to EOR. 
Rounds 3 - 11: Rep Rounds 1 - 2, ending with Round 1. (26 sts on first DPN + 38 sts on second 
DPN = 64 sts) 
Round 12: *K1, m1, k1, m1, k3, dd, k3, m1, k1, m1, k1* 2x, knit to EOR. (4 sts inc DPN 1 for a 
total of 15 sts per chevron along the top of the foot, 30 + 38 = 68 sts) 
Round 13: Knit  
Round 14: *K1, m1, k5, dd, k5, m1, k1* 2x on first DPN.  From this point the heel will be worked 
flat. Use point protectors to keep the stitches on the first DPN as you work only the stitches on 
the second. 
 
Short Row Heel: 
Working only on second DPN 38 sts, cont as foll: 
Row 1 (RS): K to last st, w&t 
Row 2 (WS): P to last st, w&t 
Row 3 (RS): K to last 2 sts, w&t 
Row 4 (WS): P to last 2 sts, w&t 
Continue in this fashion until 12 sts have been wrapped on each side ending with a WS row. At 
this point there will be 14 sts which remain unwrapped in the middle of the heel. 
Unwrap stitches as follows: 
Row 1 (RS): Knit to wrapped stitch, knit it together with the wrap (no increase, just knit the 
wrap with the stitch itself), w&t next st 
Row 2 (WS): Purl to first wrapped stitch, purl this stitch together with the wrap (no increase, 
just purl the wrap with the stitch itself) w&t next stitch. 
Repeat rows 1-2 until all wraps have been incorporated back into the work ending on a WS row. 
(38 sts on second DPN) 
 
Leg: 
Setup row for leg: On second DPN, k1, ssk, k1, ssk, knit to 6 sts from end of row, k2tog, k1, 
k2tog, k1. (4 sts dec, 34 sts rem)  
Transition all stitches to 9" circular needle and cont as foll.  
Round 1: Knit to EOR. (64 sts) 
Round 2: *k1, m1, k5, dd, k5, m1, k1* 2x  *k1, m1, k6, dd, k6, m1, k1* 2x (64 sts) 
Rep Rounds 1-2 until work measures approximately 3 1/2" from bottom of heel to the apex of 
the chevrons. 
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Calf Increase 1: 
Round 1: Knit  
Round 2: *k1, m1, k4, m1, k1, dd, k1, m1, k4, m1, k1* 2x , *k1, m1, k5, m1, k1, dd, 
k1, m1, k5, m1, k1* 2x (72 sts) 
Round 3: Knit.  
Round 4: *k1, m1, k6, dd, k6, m1, k1*, 2x, *k1, m1, k7, dd, k7, m1, k1* 2x 
Rep rounds 3 - 4 until work measures approximately 6" from bottom of heel to apex of the 
chevrons. 
 
Calf Increase 2: 
Round 1: Knit  
Round 2: *k1, m1, k5, m1, k1, dd, k1, m1, k5, m1, k1* 2x , *k1, m1, k6, m1, k1, dd, k1, m1, k6, 
m1, k1* 2x (8 sts inc) 
Round 3: Knit. (80 sts) 
Round 4: *k1, m1, k7, dd, k7, m1, k1* 2x, *k1, m1, k8, dd, k8, m1, k1* 2x 
Rep rounds 3 - 4 until work measures approximately 8" from bottom of heel to apex of the 
chevrons. 
 
Cuff: 
Switch to smaller DPNs 
Round 1: *K3, p1, rep from * to EOR. 
Repeat Round 1 until desired cuff length is reached, 
suggested length 2" 
BO all sts in pattern.  
 
Finishing: 
Using tapestry needle, weave in ends. 
Wash per ball band instructions 
 


